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Abstract

Let M be a smooth manifold and let Open(M) denote the operad on in-
clusions and disjoint open subsets. This dissertation is concerned with converting
the classical factorization algebra construction built on Open(M) to the geomet-
ric setting. That is, we consider each object in our operads (analogs of Open(M))
equipped with its own geometry. We build a formalism around these novel ge-
ometric operads and study the notion of a geometric factorization algebra along
with geometric factorization homology.
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Introduction

Factorization algebras are a formalism which organizes the algebras of ob-
servables corresponding to a classical or quantum field theory. Being that they
focus on the algebras of observables, they are part of what is referred to as al-
gebraic quantum field theory or AQFT (Haag–Kastler [HK64]). Originating as
chiral algebras in Beilinson–Drinfeld [BD04], their application to mathematical
physics was studied extensively in Costello–Gwilliam [CG16, CG21]. In their two
volumes, Costello and Gwilliam provided a method for producing factorization
algebras from the Batalin–Vilkovisky formalism (see Cattaneo [CM20]) and addi-
tionally incorporated the renormalization scheme from Costello [Cos11]. Costello–
Gwilliam [CG16] also showed that certain vertex algebras (see Kac [Kac98]) can
be encoded into the factorization algebra formalism.

More recently, Gwilliam–Rejzner [GR17] proved a correspondence theorem
between factorization algebras arising from the BV formalism applied to a free
scalar field theory and the pAQFT formalism (see Rejzner [Rej16]) applied to a free
scalar field theory. Factorization algebras are also being applied to the investiga-
tion of post-standard model physics, as Gwilliam–Rabinovich–Williams [GRW20]
examine higher dimensional generalizations of the abelian Chern-Simons/Wess-
Zumino-Witten correspondence. Other potential avenues of study are based on the
fact that factorization homology produces fully extended TQFTs (see [CS19]), and
factorization algebras are now being studied on globally hyperbolic spacetimes,
the setting for relativity, for instance in Benini [BPS19]. Yau [Yau19] has inves-
tigated the homotopy coherent structures on the prefactorization algebras arising
from AQFT, and compared them to homotopy structures on AQFTs themselves.

Factorization algebras are a specific case of the notion of factorization ho-
mology, which was studied in its early days by Lurie [Lur09, Lur17] as topological
chiral homology and by Andrade [And12] in his thesis, who were both were inves-
tigating invariants of En-algebras (Francis [Fra12]). Using factorization homology
to to study En-algebras is still of interest, though the tools have become more
sophisticated as the field has developed, see Ginot–Tradler–Zeinalian [GTZ12].
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Ayala–Francis [AF15] showed that factorization homology is a well-defined ho-
mology theory for manifolds, and further proved that factorization algebras are a
specific case of factorization homology. They then went on to prove a duality theo-
rem for factorization homology in Ayala–Francis [AF14]. They, along with Tanaka
formulated factorization homology on stratified spaces in Ayala–Francis–Tanaka
[AFT14]. Weelinck [Wee18] generalized factorization homology to orbifolds, and
recently Ayala–Francis [AF21] have produced invariant traces on the factorization
homology of the circle. Factorization homology has been applied to field theory
directly by Butson [But20] in his thesis, where he applied factorization homology
to holomorphic field theory.

A natural question is then: what difficulties arise when you endow each
input of your factorization algebra with a geometry of its own? Ayala–Francis
[AF15] took the first step in this direction by introducing the notion of a context,
which is simply endowing all of your objects with a map to a fixed target manifold.
In her thesis, Murray [Mur20] produced equivariant factorization algebras, which
were another step towards incorporating geometries into the factorization algebra
formalism.

Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21] used the notion of a context from Ayala–
Francis [AF15] and produced a model structure for factorization algebras with
context. Their work was pliable enough to use as a basis to form a model structure
with a notion of geometry as in Definition 2.1.2 or Definition 2.1.7.

The work in this dissertation incorporates these geometries into what was
done in the topological setting by Carmona–Flores–Muro in [CFM21]. The prin-
cipal distinctions between Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21] and this work are as
follows:

• While in Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21] they consider factorization man-
ifolds using a fixed manifold as context, we allow geometric structures en-
coded as maps to arbitrary sheaves. This contains the example of fixed
manifolds, as well as extending the formalism to include examples such as
Riemannian or Lorentzian metrics, connections, and more.

• The geometric formalism in this dissertation allows for higher homotopies
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between geometric structures, which are particularly important for the mo-
tivating examples of principal bundles and gerbes (see Moerdijk [Moe02]).

• Here, everything is done in smooth families, which encodes smoothness in
the factorization homology formalism.

• The incorporation of geometries holds great physical interest (in particular
to encoding gauge theories in the form of principal bundles on each manifold,
see Hamilton [Ham17]). For instance, one can consider each disk equipped
with a principal bundle, and then the simplicial sets of morphisms contained
in this dissertation have a natural interpretation as all of the possible ways
the bundles on individual disks can be isomorphic to the bundle on a disk
they are embedded in.

In what follows we detail theoretical results about what we call geometric factor-
ization algebras (Definition 2.3.1) and lay out the necessary theory required for
such a construction. The following is the main theorem of this work:

Theorem 0.0.1. (Theorem 4.2.1) There is a Quillen equivalence

Algext
GMan⊗ � Algproj

GE⊗ ,

where the definitions of the source and target categories are in Definition 2.3.1.

The reason that we consider this a main theorem is that this is precisely
what provides the theoretical justification for the definition:

Definition 0.0.2. (Definition 4.2.2) Let G∆ be an enriched geometric structure.
Let M be a smooth manifold, and let gp ∈ G∆(M p−→ R0)0. The geometric
factorization homology of a smooth manifold with geometry (M, gp) taking
coefficients in some GE⊗-algebra {EB}B∈Cart is computed as

(
GMan⊗ ◦LGE⊗ ({EB}B∈Cart)

)
R0

(M, gp).

Along the way to proving Theorem 0.0.1, we arrive at the object the author
originally sought to find:
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Definition 0.0.3. (Definition 4.1.18) Let Algext
GMan⊗ be the category of GMan⊗-

algebras equipped with the transferred extension model structure. A geometric
factorization algebra is a cofibrant object in this transferred model structure.

This successfully incorporates disks with individual geometries into a fac-
torization algebra, which was the original goal of this dissertation. It turned out
that the formalism necessary for such a process was powerful enough to yield more
than was bargained for, in the form of Definition 0.0.2. As one will see in the text,
Definition 0.0.2 is the direct analog of traditional factorization homology endowed
with geometries. The reason for this is that we have extracted the Cartesian level
corresponding to R0, which is the non-familied version of our construction. At
the end of the text, we will present the familied version in the form of a simplicial
presheaf.

The reader interested in computing specific examples relevant to field the-
ory may find it beneficial to pay more attention to chapter three, and in particular
to the non-enriched counterparts to each enriched construction. These are partic-
ularly well-suited to the bundle constructions involved in gauge theories.
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Chapter 1

Factorization Algebras (Classic)

In this chapter we will define what a classical factorization algebra is, before
we start adapting the classic formalism to the geometric setting. A standard
reference for this section is Costello–Gwilliam [CG16].

We begin by constructing the classic operad of open subsets of a smooth
manifold M .

Definition 1.0.1. Fix a manifold M . Let ι denote the inclusion map. Then
Open(M) is an operad with objects open subsets U ⊂ M and multimorphisms
sets given U1, . . . , Un ⊂ V ⊂M given by

Open(M)(U1, . . . , Un;V ) =

ι U1, . . . , Un ⊂ V pairwise disjoint

∅ otherwise .

Definition 1.0.2. A (homotopy multiplicative) pre-factorization algebra onM is
a map of operads

F : Open(M)→ Ch(End),

where Ch(End) is the operad associated to cochain complexes as a symmetric
monoidal category. This unwinds to the usual conditions, meaning for any disjoint
U1, . . . , Un ⊂ V ⊂M, we have a map

F(U1)⊗F(U2)⊗ · · · ⊗ F(Un)→ V.

Additionally, for any Ui1, . . . , Uij ⊂ Vi, we have

(F(Ui1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F(Uij))⊗ · · · ⊗ F(Ukl)

F(V1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F(Vk) F(W )

We have the modifiers homotopy and multiplicative due to the fact that
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one can define a factorization algebra in the absence of model structures. If you
have a model structure in the target category of your algebras, you can use the
notion of weak equivalence as we do. To pass from prefactorization algebras to
factorization algebras with no prefix, we need an appropriate notion of codescent:

Definition 1.0.3. A Weiss cover U = {Ua} of V is a cover of V such that for
every finite set of points S ⊂ V, there is an element Ua ∈ U such that S ⊂ Ua.

We can now see where the modifier (multiplicative) comes from. It is the
first item in the following definition:

Definition 1.0.4. A (homotopy, multiplicative) factorization algebra on M is a
prefactorization algebra F on M such that

1. F(U1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F(Un)→ F(U1 t · · · t Un) is a weak equivalence.

2. For any Weiss cover U = {Ua} of V ⊂M ,

F(V ) ∼←− hocolim(
⊕
a0

F(Ua0)⇔
⊕
a0,a1

F(Ua0 ∩ Ua1) · · · ).

2
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Chapter 2

Geometric and Algebraic Structures

In this chapter, we begin constructing the operads and algebras which are
the subject of all later theorems. In particular we use simplicial operads, which are
operads enriched in simplicial sets. We use colored operads in particular, see White
[WY15, Section 3] or Bruinsma–Schenkel [BS19, Section 2] for a clear exposition.
For a textbook account, see Yau [Yau16]. We will be particularly concerned with
enriched colored operads, a reference for which is Caviglia [Cav14]. For a reference
on colored operads particularly suited to AQFT, see the survey Bruinsma [Bru19].
We will start by defining our geometric structures.

2.1 Geometric Structures

Since we are working fiberwise, we follow the construction outlined in
Grady–Pavlov [GP20, section 3.1]. For more information on encoding geometries
this way, see Ayala [Aya08, Section 1.2].

Definition 2.1.1. Let d ≥ 0. Let FEmbd denote the category defined as follows:

1. An object of FEmbd is a submersion T p−→ B, where B ∈ Cart, such that
the fibers of p are d-dimensional.

2. a morphism is a bundle map

T T ′

B B′

f

such that f is a fiberwise open embedding.

In this way, everything is done in smooth families, forcing a smoothness
into all of our constructions which are based off of Definition 2.1.1.

3
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Definition 2.1.2. A geometric structure is a presheaf of simplicial groupoids

G ∈ Psh(FEmbd, sGrpd).

We have the following examples of geometric structures:

Example 2.1.3. Let X be a smooth manifold of any dimension. We can then
regard X as a geometric structure via the assignment

(T → B) 7→ C∞(T,X).

Example 2.1.4. Let X be a smooth manifold of any dimension. We can then
regard X as a geometric structure via the assignment

(T → B) 7→ C∞étale(T,X).

We note here that this example subsumes the notion of a context which
Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21, Definition 2.9] use to construct the extension
model structure which we outline in Section 4.1.

Example 2.1.5. LetM be an∞-stack (see for instance Schreiber [FSS10, Section
3.1]). M can then be encoded as a geometric structure G via the assignment
(T → B) 7→M(T ).

Definition 2.1.6. Grady–Pavlov [GP21, Definition 3.3.4] The site FEmb∆
d has

the same objects as FEmbd (Definition 2.1.1). Given two objects T → U and
T ′ → U ′, the morphisms from T → U to T ′ → U are the simplicial set whose
n-simplicies are pairs of smooth maps t : ∆n × T → T ′ and u : U → U ′, where
for any x ∈ ∆n the map t(x,−) : T → T ′ together with u forms a morphism in
FEmbd.

The idea here is that now, we have an entire simplicial set of morphisms
between any two submersions, which provides us with the enrichment in the geo-
metric structure as well:

4
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Definition 2.1.7. An enriched geometric structure is a presheaf of simplicial
groupoids

G∆ ∈ Psh(FEmb∆
d , sGrpd).

Example 2.1.8. We can regard principal G-bundles with connection as a geo-
metric structure via the assignment

(T → B) 7→ N(Ω1
B(T, g)//C∞(T,G)),

where N denotes the nerve and the Lie algebra valued one forms are fiberwise.

2.2 Operads

In what follows, we approach the constructions by considering first
presheaves of categories, then presheaves of operads, and then algebras over the
presheaves of operads. We have an enriched and non-enriched version of each
construction below, as both are useful in computing examples from field theory.

Definition 2.2.1. Let G be a geometric structure as in Definition 2.1.2. We
construct a presheaf of simplicial categories on Cart as follows. To each B ∈
Cart, we assign the simplicial category with objects pairs (M, gp) consisting of
a manifold M and gp ∈ G(p)0, where G(p) is G evaluated on the projection map
M × B → B. Let (N, gs) be another such object. For arbitrary bundle maps
h : M × B → N × B that are fiberwise open embeddings, the simplicial set of
morphisms from (M, gp) to (N, gs) is

∐
h

G(p)(gp, h∗(gs)).

Given a third object (Z, gr) and a map t : N ×B → Z ×B, pulling back gr along
each t and then further along each h yields a well defined composition operation,
allowing us to produce the simplicial set of morphisms

∐
h,t

G(p)(gp, (h∗ ◦ t∗)(gr)).

We denote this category GMan. When a Cartesian space B is fixed, the simpli-

5
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cial set of morphisms is denoted by GManB((M, gp), (N, gs)). For a morphism of
Cartesian spaces q : B′ → B and an object (M, gp) ∈ GManB, q fits into the
diagram

M ×B

B′ B.

p

q

We can then pullback gp via q (along with the induced map q̃ : M×B′ →M×B)
to the bundle M × B′ → B′and obtain an object (M, q̃∗(gp)) ∈ GManB′ . The
simplicial sets of morphisms in GManB′ are also pulled back from GManB. For
s : N ×B → B,

GManB′((M, q̃∗(gp)), (N, q̃∗(gs))) =
∐
h

G(p̂)(q̃∗(gp), (h∗ ◦ q̃∗)(gs)),

where the coproduct on the right is indexed over bundle maps h : M×B′ → N×B′

that are fiberwise open embeddings. We can extract a sub-presheaf consisting of
manifolds diffeomorphic to disjoint unions of disks. This sub-presheaf is denoted
by GDMan, and when a Cartesian space B is fixed (i.e for the morphisms), we
write GDManB(−,−).

We now have the enriched counterpart of Definition 2.2.1:

Definition 2.2.2. Let G∆ be a geometric structure as in Definition 2.1.7. We
construct a presheaf of simplicial categories on Cart, denoted by GMan, by
applying the diagonal functor to a presheaf of bisimplicial categories on Cart
which we now construct. To each B ∈ Cart, we assign the bisimplicial category
with objects pairs (M, gp) consisting of a manifold M and gp ∈ G∆(p)0, where
G∆(p) is G∆ evaluated on the projection map M ×B p−→ B. Let (N, gs) be another
such object, with N × B s−→ B the projection map and gs ∈ G∆(s)0. Fix ∆n, an
n-simplex. When we consider ∆n as a smooth manifold, it will be bolded ∆n.
The bisimplicial set of morphisms from (M, gp) to (N, gs) is defined as

GManB((M, gp), (N, gs))n =
∐
`

G∆(π∗(p))(π∗(gp), `∗(gs)),

6
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where π and ` are defined as follows. π is the bottom map in the diagram

M ×∆n ×B M ×B

∆n ×B B,

π∗(p) p

π

and ` is the composition of the top maps in the diagram

M ×∆n ×B M ×∆n ×B N ×B

∆n ×B B B.

id

s

π id

We now examine simplicial structure maps. Let f : [n] → [m] be a map of
simplices. We can precompose ` with ∆f × id× id : ∆n×M×B →∆m×M×B.
We can pull back gs along ∆f × id× id as well, and we can pull π∗ back along the
bottom left map in the following diagram

M ×∆n ×B M ×∆m ×B M ×B

∆n ×B ∆m ×B B.

π∗(p) p

∆f×id π

The structure map is thus the map

∐
`

G∆(π∗(p))(π∗(gp), `∗(gs))→∐
`

G∆((∆f × id)∗(π∗)(p))((∆f × id)∗(π∗(gp)), (∆f × id× id)∗(`∗(gs))).

Let (Z, gr) be a third object, with Z×B r−→ B the projection map and gr ∈ G∆(r)0,
and let w : N ×∆n × B → Z × B be a map of total spaces in FEmb∆

d over the
base space B. We have the corresponding diagrams

N ×∆n ×B N

∆n ×B B,

π∗1(s) s

π1

7
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Z ×∆n ×B Z

∆n ×B B.

π∗2(r) r

π2

Being that the diagonal functor preserves finite products, we can define the com-
position rule for each simplicial level

GManB((M, gp), (N, gs))n × GManB((N, gs), (Z, gr))n →
GManB((M, gp), (Z, gr))n.

Explicity, we have the product

∐
t

G∆(π∗(p))(π∗(gp), t∗(gs))×
∐
w

G∆(π∗1(s))(π∗1(gs), w∗(gr))

on the left side. By definition, for every x ∈ ∆n, t(x,−) and w(x,−) are mor-
phisms in FEmbd. Define a map T : M × ∆n × B → N × ∆n × B via the
assignment (x,m, b) 7→ (x, t(m, b)). We can then form the composition w ◦ T :
M ×∆n ×B → Z ×B, which yields

GManB((M, gp), (Z, gr))n =
∐
t,w

G∆(π∗(p))(π∗(gp), (w ◦ T )∗(gs)).

We can extract a sub-presheaf consisting of manifolds diffeomorphic to disjoint
unions of disks. This sub-presheaf is denoted by GDMan, and when a Cartesian
space B is fixed (i.e for the morphisms), we write GDManB(−,−).

We now arrive at our first operadic construction. We will construct the
operad having objects arbitrary manifolds, so that we can extract suboperads of
multidisks and singledisks.

Definition 2.2.3. We now construct a presheaf of simplicial operads on Cart.
Let G be a geometric structure as in Definition 2.1.2. To each B ∈ Cart, we
assign the operad having objects pairs (M, gp) consisting of a manifold M and
gp ∈ G(p)0, where G(p) is G evaluated on the projection map M × B → B. To
a collection of objects {(Mi, gpi}i∈I and an object (N, gs), the simplicial set of
multimorphisms is constructed in the following way. Since we are working over

8
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a fixed base space, we can form the disjoint union (∐iMi) × B → B. Then, for
arbitrary fiberwise open embeddings h as in the diagram

(∐iMi)×B N

B,

p

h

the simplicial set of morphisms is

∐
hi

∏
i

G(pi)(gpi , h∗i (gs)).

This presheaf will be denoted by GMan⊗(−), and when a Cartesian space B is fixed,
the simplicial set of multimorphisms will be written

GMan⊗B({(Mi, gpi)}i∈I ; (N, gs)) =
∐
hi

∏
i

G(pi)(gpi , h∗i (gs)),

where hi is a bundle map Mi × B → N × B that is a fiberwise open embedding,
and we have one coproduct factor for each such embedding. We now verify that
GMan⊗B is an operad. For an object M , note that the simplicial identity map is
in GMan⊗B({M, gp)}; (M, gp)). For

{(Mi, gpi)}i∈I , {(N1,j1 , gs1,j1
)}j1∈J1 , . . . , {(Nn,jn , gsn,jn )}jn∈Jn

collections of objects in GMan⊗B where each collection has an arbitrary number
of sources, we seek a composition rule

GMan⊗B({(Mi, gpi)}i∈I ; (Z, gr))× GMan⊗B({(N1,j1 , gs1,j1
)}j1∈J1 ; (M1, gp1))× · · ·×

GMan⊗B({(Nn,jn , gsn,jn )}jn∈JN ; (Mn, gpn))→ GMan⊗B({(N`,jt , gs`,jt )}; (Z, gr))

for (Z, gr) an object in GMan⊗B. First, note that the product on the left expands
to ∐

hi

∏
i

G(pi)(gpi , h∗i (gr))× G(s1)(gs1 , h
∗
w1(gp1))× · · ·×

9
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G(sn)(gsn , h∗wn(gpn)),

where the coproduct is indexed over all h, hwi that are bundle morphisms and
fiberwise open embeddings, and Si = ∐

cNi,jc , with accompanying projection si.
Let ιi : Mi ↪→

∐
iMi be the inclusion map. Then, for a component

GMan⊗B({(Ni,ji , gsi,ji )}ji∈Ji ; (Mi, gpi)) the target simplicial set can be written

GMan⊗B({(Ni,ji , gsi,ji )}ji∈Ji ; (Z, gr)) =
∐
hwi

G(si)(gsi , (h∗wi ◦ ι
∗
i )(gr)).

Since the target of the composition is a product, then by the universal property
for products, the composition map is induced by describing what maps to each
component, as we have done. Associativity of this operad is due to the fact that
composition of morphisms is associative and the pullbacks taken are strict. For
any permutation σ in the symmetric group Σn, the action permutes the order taken
in the disjoint union defining the simplicial set of multimorphisms. For a smooth
map B′ → B, we obtain a morphism of operads GMan⊗B → GMan⊗B′ induced via
pulling back geometries in the same manner as in Definition 2.2.1. We extract from
from this presheaf a sub-presheaf where instead of arbitrary manifolds, objects are
diffeomorphic to disjoint unions of disks. We denote this sub-presheaf GDisk⊗.
Similarly we extract a sub-presheaf where instead of arbitrary manifolds, objects
are diffeomorphic to a single disk. We denote this sub-presheaf GE⊗.

We now construct the enriched version of Definition 2.2.3.

Definition 2.2.4. Let G∆ be a geometric structure as in Definition 2.1.7. To each
B ∈ Cart, we assign the operad having the same objects as in Definition 2.2.2.
To a collection of objects {(Mi, gpi}i∈I and an object (N, gs) The simplicial set of
multi-morphisms is ∐∏

i

GManB((Mi, gpi), (N, gs)),

where we take only the embeddings of theMi whose images are disjoint in N , and
the coproduct is indexed by all such embeddings. Since we are taking products
of our previously defined simplicial set of morphisms, composition is defined in
the same way, but componentwise since everything is a product. The symmetric
group Σn acts on the simplicial set of multimorphisms by permuting the order

10
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Figure 2.1. An example of composition when the manifolds are disks.

of the factors of the product. We extract from from this presheaf a sub-presheaf
where instead of arbitrary manifolds, objects are diffeomorphic to disjoint unions
of disks. We denote this sub-presheaf GDisk⊗. Similarly we extract a sub-presheaf
where instead of arbitrary manifolds, objects are diffeomorphic to a single disk.
We denote this sub-presheaf GE⊗.

2.3 Algebras

Now that we have a working definition of the relevant presheaves of operads
which we need for our formalism, we are ready to describe what an algebra over
these presheaves of operads is. It is not quite a presheaf, so we package it as a
collection of data:

Definition 2.3.1. Let GMan⊗ be the presheaf defined in Definition 2.2.4. An
algebra over this presheaf of simplicial operads is the following data: to each
cartesian space B ∈ Cart we assign an algebra over the simplicial operad GMan⊗B.
The category of such algebras is denoted by AlgGMan⊗B

. To each smooth map
B′

f−→ B, we can pull back the geometric structure to produce a morphism of
operads GMan⊗B → GMan⊗B′ . This induces a morphism of algebras AlgGMan⊗

B′
→

AlgGMan⊗B
. Given two algebras AB ∈ AlgGMan⊗B

, AB′ ∈ AlgGMan⊗
B′

we require an
morphism AB → AlgGMan⊗

f
(AB′) as part of the data of the algebra. For another

11
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map of Cartesian spaces g : B′′ → B′, we are interested in the diagram

AlgGMan⊗B
AlgGMan⊗

B′

AlgGMan⊗
B′′
.

AlgGMan⊗
f◦g

AlgGMan⊗
f

AlgGMan⊗g

This diagram commutes since morphisms of algebras are associative. Additionally
the pullbacks in the construction are strict. The category of GMan⊗-algebras is
denoted by AlgGMan⊗ . Objects of this category are collections {AB}B∈Cart which
have built-in structure maps arising from the morphisms in Cart. Given two
objects {A1

B}B∈Cart, {A2
B}B∈Cart, the morphisms

AlgGMan⊗({A1
B}B∈Cart, {A2

B}B∈Cart) are defined as the collection of maps {fB :
A1
B → A2

B}B∈Cart that commute with the structure maps. Composition is simply
composition of functions, as in the following diagram for two cartesian spaces and
a third object {A3

B}B∈Cart :

A1
B A2

B A3
B

A1
B′ A2

B′ A2
B′

fB gB

fB′ gB′

Similarly we have the categories denoted by AlgGDisk⊗ and AlgGE⊗ . Their objects
will be referred to as geometric disk algebras and geometric little disk
algebras, respectively.

We now discuss how to adapt Weiss covers into our formalism. Being that
we are working fiberwise, we can adapt the usual Weiss cover definition without
too much trouble:

Definition 2.3.2. Fix a Cartesian space B. A cover of an object f : T → B is a

12
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collection of bundle maps that are fiberwise open embeddings

Tα T

B

ια

f

such that {Tα, ια} is a cover of T . A fiberwise Weiss cover is a cover U =
{(Ua, ιa)}a∈J of f such that for any finite set of points S in some fiber Fk of
f , there is some element of the cover Uk with S in the image of ιk. We will be
particularly interested in Weiss covers whose elements are finite disjoint unions of
discs and whose finite intersections remain so. Such a cover exists for any manifold
de Brito–Weiss [BW12, Proposition 2.10].

Remark 2.3.3. Note that Definition 2.3.2 induces a Weiss topology on GManB
and GManB. We will always take the cover consisting of disks, with the given
geometric structure restricted to each disk.

The following result is a technical lemma which will be useful in the next
chapter.

Lemma 2.3.4. Let G∆ be a geometric structure as in Definition 2.1.7. Fix a
Cartesian space B, and let (T, gp) be an object of GMan where T is diffeomorphic
to a finite disjoint union of disks and T ×B p−→ B is the projection map. Then,

GManB((T, gp), (−))

is a Weiss cosheaf.

Proof. First, note that without the geometry, this result holds via de Brito–Weiss
[BW12, Theorem 5.1] since Cartesian spaces are contractible. To prove codescent
on spaces with geometry, we will show that our simplicial sets of multimorphisms
can be exhibited via homotopy pullback. Let (Z, gr) be an object of GManB
where Z × B r−→ B is the projection map. We then have the following homotopy

13
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pullback square

GManB((M, gp), (Z, gr)) FEmb∆
d (M,Z)

∆0 W̄ (sGrpd(1,G∆(p))),gp

where W̄ is the right adjoint given in Dwyer–Kan [DK84, Definition 3.2] and the
right vertical map is constructed as follows. The map

FEmb∆
d (M,Z)⊗ G∆(r)→ G∆(p)

yields via the enriched tensor-hom adjunction a map

FEmb∆
d (M,Z)→ sGrpd(G∆(r),G∆(p)).

Composing this map with the morphism 1 gr−→ G∆(r) at last produces the desired
map.

14
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Chapter 3

A Detour into Factorization Homology

In this section we will make use of the notion of factorization homology
Ayala–Francis [AF15] as well as the substitution product, a definition of which
can be found in Pavlov–Scholbach [PS18, Definition 3.3]. One could also see
Gambino–Joyal [GJ17, Theorem 10.2] for the substitution product in the context
of analytic functors and distributors. The substitution product can be thought
of as a kind of non-commutative tensor product for operads and algebras over
operads, and is denoted by (−)◦ (−). The outline of this chapter is essentially the
following:

• We define a notion of geometric factorization homology for a fixed B ∈ Cart

• We prove that this is indeed the derived left adjoint to i∗ : AlgGMan⊗B
→

AlgGDisk⊗B
.

• This is broken into three lemmas, two of which are cited.

Although this chapter may seem like a strange detour (hence the title), it is
actually the analysis of the natural transformation

GMan⊗B ◦LGDisk⊗B
A→ GMan⊗B ◦GDisk⊗B

A

which ends up being crucial in chapter 4. For a brief introduction to factorization
homology, a standard reference is Ayala [AF19]. For a review with an eye towards
factorization algebras see Ginot [Gin13].

First we recall a standard definition:

Definition 3.0.1. Let O be an operad. Then O denotes the underlying category
of O, which sits as a sub-operad O ↪→ O. We write A 7→ A for the induced
morphism AlgO → AlgO.

We now make an objectwise definition for geometric factorization homol-
ogy:

15
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Definition 3.0.2. Let i : GDMan ↪→ GMan be the inclusion functor. Let (Z, gr)
be an object of GMan, and A an algebra as in Definition 2.3.1. We then define
geometric factorization homology as the derived tensor product

GManB(i(−), (Z, gr))⊗L
GDManB A.

We now prove that this definition does what it is supposed to. In other
words:

Lemma 3.0.3. Fix a Cartesian space B. Geometric factorization homology is
the derived left adjoint to i∗ : AlgGMan⊗B

→ AlgGDisk⊗B
.

Proof. We first examine the adjoint pair i# : AlgGDisk⊗B

 AlgGMan⊗B

: i∗. Note
that this adjoint pair factors into two pairs, corresponding to the factoring of i
through the operad which we also denote GDisk⊗ with the same colors as GMan⊗B,
and with simplicial sets of multimorphisms given by

GDisk⊗B({(Ti, gpi)}i∈I ; (N, gs)) =


GMan⊗B({(Ti, gpi)}i∈I ; (N, gs)) Ti, N ∈

obj(GDisk⊗B)

∅ otherwise.

Using the substitution product, we can write the extension/restriction of opera-
tions as

GMan⊗B ◦GDisk⊗B
(−) : AlgGDisk⊗B


 AlgGMan⊗B
: U.

Then, for A a GDisk⊗B algebra, our computation of Li# is reduced to analyzing
the natural transformation

GMan⊗B ◦LGDisk⊗B
A→ GMan⊗B ◦GDisk⊗B

A→ GMan⊗B ◦GDisk⊗B
A.

We examine this natural transformation in 3 cases, as it is highly technical
and will require 3 separate lemmas.
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Proposition 3.0.4. The natural transformation

GMan⊗B ◦LGDisk⊗B
A→ GMan⊗B ◦GDisk⊗B

A

is an equivalence for any projective cofibrant GDisk⊗B algebra A.

We prove this in 3 steps, adapting Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21, Propo-
sition 3.4], [CFM21, Proposition 3.5], and [CFM21, Proposition 3.7] to our for-
malism.

Lemma 3.0.5. The natural transformation in Proposition 3.0.4 evaluated on free
GDisk⊗B-algebras is an equivalence.

Proof. Let V be a cofibrant object in V and let Y be an object of GDisk⊗B, where
we surpress the geometric structure for the sake of readability. We can then form
the collection V(Y ) in [obj(GMan⊗B),V ] concentrated in the color Y . The free
GDisk⊗B-algebra spanned by V(Y ) is

GDisk⊗B ◦ V(Y ) =
∐
r≥0
GDisk⊗B({Y �r}; (−))⊗Σr V

⊗r.

Substituting this free algebra into the natural transformation, we have

∐
r≥0
GMan⊗B ◦GDisk⊗B

GDisk⊗B({Y �r}; (−))⊗Σr V
⊗r

→
∐
r≥0
GMan⊗B({Y �r}; (−))⊗Σr V

⊗r.

To show that this is indeed an equivalence, we examine for each r ≥ 0 the map

GMan⊗B ◦GDisk⊗B
GDisk⊗B({Y �r}; (−))→ GMan⊗B({Y �r}; (−)).

This is an isomorphism when evaluated on objects of GDisk⊗B since Y is itself an
object of GDisk⊗B. Now, let Z be an object in GMan⊗B. Let U = {(Ua, ιa)}a∈J
be a Weiss cover of Z whose elements are finite disjoint unions of discs as in
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Definition 2.3.2. We then have the commutative square

hocolimS⊂IGMan⊗B ◦ GDisk⊗B(Y �r; (−))[US] GMan⊗B ◦ GDisk⊗B(Y �r; (−))[Z]

hocolimS⊂IGMan⊗B(Y �r;US) GMan⊗B(Y �r;Z)

where we have suppressed the subscript on ◦ for size. We need to show that
the right vertical map is an equivalence. To do so, we use 2 out of 3. The left
vertical map is an equivalence by evaluation on GDisk⊗B. The lower horizontal
map is an equivalence due to Lemma 2.3.4. The top map is an equivalence via
Lemma 2.3.4 and the coequalizer presentation of the substitution product as de-
tailed in Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21, Lemma 3.4]. Thus the right vertical
arrow is an equivalence by 2 out of 3 and then, by taking coproducts and Σr

coinvariants, the free algebra case follows.

We have taken care of the free case, and now we consider the pushout case:

Lemma 3.0.6. Let A be a projective-cofibrant object in AlgGDisk⊗B
, and let j :

W → V be a cofibration. Consider the pushout square in AlgGDisk⊗B

GDisk⊗B ◦W A

GDisk⊗B ◦ V C.

p

If the natural transformation in Proposition 3.0.4 is a weak equivalence when
evaluated on A, then it is also a weak equivalence when evaluated on C.

Proof. For fixed B ∈ Cart, the proof is identical to that in Carmona–Flores–Muro
[CFM21, Proposition 3.5], where the Weiss topology is induced by Definition 2.3.2.

Finally we arrive at the case of transfinite composition:

Lemma 3.0.7. Let

A0 → A1 → · · · → Aα → · · · → colimα<λAα = Aλ
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be a λ-indexed diagram of projective cofibrations in AlgGDisk⊗B
which is colimit

preserving and such that A0 is projective-cofibrant. Then, if the natural trans-
formation in Proposition 3.0.4 evaluated on Aα is an equivalence for any α < λ,

then it is an equivalence when evaluated on Aλ.

Proof. For a fixed B ∈ Cart, the proof is identical to
Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21, Proposition 3.7], where the Weiss topology is
induced by Definition 2.3.2.

We can now complete the proof of Lemma 3.0.3.

Proof. Lemma 3.0.3 is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.0.4, Lemma 3.0.5,
Lemma 3.0.6,Lemma 3.0.7 and the fact that GMan⊗B ◦GDisk⊗B

(−) is left Quillen
between the projective model structures.
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Chapter 4

Model Structures

This chapter is devoted to building model structures on our relevant cate-
gories of algebras. Central to our work here will be the extension model structure
as constructed in Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21, Section 4]. We will make heavy
use of both Kan’s recognition theorem Hirschhorn [Hir03, Theorem 11.3.1] and
Kan’s transfer theorem Hirschhorn [Hir03, Theorem 11.3.2]. For an introductory
reference to model structures, see Hovey [Hov99]. The motivation behind the lo-
calizations in this chapter is that descent and codescent are treated by left and
right Bousfield localizations, respectively. This phenomenon is studied in Barwick
[Bar10], and combined with the insights from Gwilliam–Rejzner [GR17] explain
why the model structure produced in Carmona [CFM21] was so elusive since be-
ing posed by Calaque [Cal13]. While there are results about cosheafification (see
Prasolov [Pra16]), the issue is finding a model which respects the factorization
structure.

4.1 Extension Model Structure

In this section, we will initially equip our categories of algebras with model
structures for fixed B ∈ Cart. Then we leverage these individual model structures
into a model structure on the entire category, i.e. for all B simultaneously.

First we reproduce what is written in Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21, Sec-
tion 4], who based this on a generalization of Bousfield–Friedlander [BF78].

Definition 4.1.1. Let B,N be V-operads and let ι : B → N be a map of V-
operads. This comes equipped with a local to global principle: N -algebras
that are completely characterized by their restriction to B. ι induces an adjoint
pair

ι# : AlgB � AlgN : ι∗.

We then can say an N -algebra A satisfies the local to global principle if
ι#ι
∗A → A is an isomorphism, where ι∗A is the restricted B-algebra and ι#
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is the operadic left Kan extension.

Now, we can make things homotopical by enhancing the above adjunction
to a quillen pair. We fix the projective model structure for operadic algebras on
both sides for this purpose. Then, the derived functor Lι# reconstructs B-algebras
to N -algebras. The local-to-global principle can now be stated as follows:

Definition 4.1.2. An N -algebra A such that Lι#ι∗A → A is an equivalence is
said to be B-colocal.

In order to make use of this construction, we need the following assump-
tions:

1. V is cofibrantly generated and B,N are admissible operads. This will allow
the adjunction to be a quillen pair.

2. Lι# is fully faithful. This is necessary so that restricting Lι#ι∗A and A back
to B we get the same result.

Under these conditions, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1.3. The projective model structure on AlgN admits a right Bousfield
localization called the extension model structure. This structure has the following
properties:

1. The class of weak equivalences is that of maps of N -algebras which are
equivalences when restricted to B.

2. A cofibrant object is a proj-cofibrant algebra which is also B-colocal

3. The extension model is cofibrantly generated.

Furthermore, the Quillen pair ι# ` ι∗ descends to a Quillen equivalence between
the projective model structure on AlgB and the extension model on AlgN .

Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21, Section 5] make use of a few different sub-
operads of Open(M) in constructing their model structure, namely the operads
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spanned by collections of opens diffeomorphic to disjoint unions to disks, and
then operad spanned by single disks. We will make use of this in order to obtain
a model structure on geometric factorization algebras.

Fix a Cartesian space B, and let B be an operad as in Definition 2.2.4 or
Definition 2.2.4. Let V be a cofibrantly generated simplicial symmetric monoidal
model category, and let ι : B → GMan⊗B be a map of simplicial operads. The
induced restriction functor on algebras then has a left adjoint

ι# : AlgB(V)� AlgGMan⊗B
(V) : ι∗.

Being that GMan⊗B is an operad over sSet, it is admissible. We thus can take
the projective model structure on both sides of the adjunction, so that ι∗ ` ι∗

is a Quillen pair. We then have the following theorem in the spirit of Carmona
[Car21, Proposition 4.3]:

Theorem 4.1.4. Fix a Cartesian space B. Let G∆ be a geometric structure as in
Definition 2.1.7, and let GMan⊗ be the operad as in Definition 2.2.4. Then, the
projective model structure on on AlgGMan⊗B

(V) admits a right Bousfield localiza-
tion called the extension model structure with the following properties:

1. A map f : A→ B is a weak equivalence if and only if fιb : A(ι(b))→ B(ι(b))
is an equivalence for any color of B.

2. The class of fibrations in the extension model structure is equal to that of
the projective-fibrations.

3. It is cofibrantly generated (resp. combinatorial if V is so).

If in addition id→ ι∗ι# is an equivalence on projective-cofibrant algebras, we then
have that:

1. A cofibrant object is a projective-cofibrant algebra which is B-colocal.

2. A map between cofibrant objects is a cofibration if and only if it is a
projective-cofibration.
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3. The Quillen pair ι∗ ` ι∗ descends to a Quillen equivalence between the
projective model on AlgB(V) and the extension model structure on
AlgGMan⊗B

(V).

Proof. We adapt here the proof of Carmona [Car21, Proposition 4.3]. First, note
that the extension model model structure exhibits a right Bousfield localization
of the projective model structure since the class of weak equivalences contains the
projective equivalences. We apply Kan’s recognition theorem Hirschhorn [Hir03,
Theorem 11.3.1].

Being that the fibrations in the extension model are the projective fibra-
tions, we take as generating acyclic cofibrations the set J of generating acyclic
projective cofibrations.

To find a set of generating cofibrations in the extension model structure,
they should detect trivial fibrations, which are the projective fibrations that are
also equivalences when restricted to colors of B along ι. The projective fibration
condition is then satisfied by adding J to the generating cofibrations. Being an
equivalence is detected by having the right lifting property against the set I, where
I is the image along the composite functor ι#(B ◦ (−)) of the set of generating
cofibrations in [obj(B),V ].

We thus have that (I t J, J) are the potential generating cofibrations and
acyclic cofibrations, respectively. Now, we only need to ensure that these choices
fulfill the criteria for Kan’s recognition theorem. Being that all categories involved
are at least combinatorial, both I t J and J permit the small object argument.
By construction, I t J-fibrations are projective fibrations and equivalences in
the extension model, and J-cofibrations are equivalences in the extension model.
Since V is presentable, AlgGMan⊗B

(V) is as well, so that the extension model is
combinatorial when V is so.

Now we suppose that the unit id→ ι∗ι# is an equivalence on projective-
cofibrant algebras. Then, the remainder of the proof is identical to Carmona
[Car21, Theorem 4.8].

We have the following recognition principle which picks out algebras sat-
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isfiying homotopical codescent:

Proposition 4.1.5. Fix a cartesian space B. Fix the inclusion i : GDisk⊗B ↪→
GMan⊗B. Let F be a projective cofibrant GDisk⊗B algebra. Then i#F satis-
fies homotopical codescent with respect to Weiss covers. Additionally, for a
GMan⊗Balgebra A, the following are equivalent:

• A satisfies homotopical codescent with respect to Weiss covers.

• A is GDisk⊗B-colocal.

Proof. The proof is identical to Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21, Proposition 5.1],
where we use the Weiss topology as in Definition 2.3.2.

For a fixed B ∈ Cart we have the following theorem which allows the
recognition of weak equivalences.

Theorem 4.1.6. Fix a cartesian space B. AlgGMan⊗B
supports the enriched Weiss

model structure characterized by:

• The class of weak equivalences consists of the maps that are equivalences
when evaluated on colors of GDisk⊗B.

• The class of fibrations is that of projective fibrations.

• Cofibrant objects are projective cofibrant enriched algebras that satisfy ho-
motopical codescent.

Proof. The model structure is given by applying Theorem 4.1.4 along with Propo-
sition 4.1.5.

Finally for the operadic inclusion of single disks into manifolds, we have
the following:

Proposition 4.1.7. Fix a Cartesian space B ∈ Cart and the inclusion j : GE⊗B ↪→
GMan⊗B. Let K be a projective cofibrant GE⊗B-algebra. Then j#K is an enriched
multiplicative factorization algebra. A colorwise flat GMan⊗B-algebra A is an
enriched factorization algebra if and only if it is GE⊗B-colocal.
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Proof. The proof is identical to Carmona–Flores–Muro [CFM21, Proposition 5.3],
where we use the Weiss topology as in Definition 2.3.2.

The existence of the extension model structure and the operadic inclusion
of single disks into manifolds yields

Theorem 4.1.8. AlgGMan⊗B
supports the enriched factorization model structure

characterized by:

• The class of weak equivalences consists of those maps that are equivalences
when evaluated on colors of GE⊗B.

• The class of fibrations is that of projective fibrations.

• Cofibrant objects are projective cofibrant enriched factorization algebras.

Proof. The model structure is given by applying Theorem 4.1.4 and Proposi-
tion 4.1.7.

Up to this point we have been dealing with model structures for a fixed
B ∈ Cart. In order to proceed we are tasked with equipping our algebras from
Definition 2.3.1 with model structures. The main issue is that B is not fixed with
respect to these categories. Rather, we need a model structure which exists for all
B ∈ Cart simultaneously. To that end, we start by transferring model structures
from a product model structure.

Proposition 4.1.9. The category AlgGMan⊗ admits a projective model structure.

Proof. Let ∏
B∈Cart

AlgGMan⊗B
← AlgGMan⊗ : U

be the forgetful functor. We construct an adjoint F : ∏B∈Cart AlgGMan⊗B
→

AlgGMan⊗ as follows. For a morphism of Cartesian spaces B′ → B, the functor
AlgGMan⊗

B′
→ AlgGMan⊗B

has an adjoint, so that we can consider instead the
functor which assigns to a morphism B′ → B the morphism of algebras

GMan⊗B′ ◦GMan⊗B
AB →

∐
Cart(B′,B)

GMan⊗B′ ◦GMan⊗B
AB
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where AB is an object of AlgGMan⊗B
. We now define F . Let (XB)B∈Cart be an

element of ∏B∈Cart AlgGMan⊗B
. To (XB)B∈Cart we assign the object

 ∐
V ∈Cart

∐
Cart(B,V )

GMan⊗B ◦GMan⊗V
XV


B∈Cart

.

To a morphism of Cartesian spaces V1
f−→ V2 we need to construct a map of algebras

∐
V ∈Cart

∐
Cart(V2,V )

GMan⊗V2 ◦GMan⊗V
XV →

AlgGMan⊗
f

(
∐

V ∈Cart

∐
Cart(V1,V )

GMan⊗V1 ◦GMan⊗V
XV ).

Substituting the free algebras we have constructed into the adjoint described
above, we have a morphism

GMan⊗V1 ◦GMan⊗V2

 ∐
V ∈Cart

∐
Cart(V2,V )

GMan⊗V2 ◦GMan⊗V
XV

→
∐

Cart(V1,V2)
GMan⊗V1 ◦GMan⊗V2

 ∐
V ∈Cart

∐
Cart(V2,V )

GMan⊗V2 ◦GMan⊗V
XV

 .
induced by f .

We now prove the existence of an adjunction between ∏B∈Cart AlgGMan⊗B
and AlgGMan⊗ . This is necessary in order to use Kan’s Transfer theorem Kan’s
transfer theorem Hirschhorn [Hir03, Theorem 11.3.2].

Lemma 4.1.10. The pair

F :
∏

B∈Cart
AlgGMan⊗B

→ AlgGMan⊗ : U

forms an adjunction.

Proof. Let {AB}B∈Cart be and object in AlgGMan⊗ and let (XB)B∈Cart be an
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object of ∏B∈Cart AlgGMan⊗B
. The morphisms

AlgGMan⊗(F ((XB)B∈Cart), {AB}B∈Cart)

are explicitly the morphisms from ∐
V ∈Cart

∐
Cart(B,V )

GMan⊗B ◦GMan⊗V
XV


B∈Cart

to {AB}B∈Cart. For each Cartesian space U , we need a map

∐
V ∈Cart

∐
Cart(U,V )

GMan⊗U ◦GMan⊗V
XV → AU .

Observe that we have a factor corresponding to

∐
Cart(U,U)

GMan⊗U ◦GMan⊗U
XU → AU ,

which has a specific component corresponding to 1U ∈ Cart(U,U).Given a generic
map g ∈ AlgGMan⊗(F ((XB)B∈Cart), {AB}B∈Cart), the map g is completely deter-
mined by its value on each identity component GMan⊗U ◦GMan⊗U

XU → AU corre-
sponding to 1U . Indeed, to obtain the value on a component corresponding to W ,
we can consider a morphism t ∈ Cart(U,W ). By Definition 2.3.1, we have a map
of GMan⊗W -algebras

∐
Cart(W,U)

GMan⊗W ◦GMan⊗U
XU → AlgGMan⊗t

(
∐

Cart(U,U)
GMan⊗U ◦GMan⊗U

XU).

Extracting the component corresponding to 1U , we have the diagram

GMan⊗W ◦GMan⊗U
XU AW

AlgGMan⊗t
(GMan⊗U ◦GMan⊗U

XU) AlgGMan⊗t
(AU)

must commute for a horizontal map as in Definition 2.3.1. So specifying the value
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of a map on the identity components will force the value of other components to
be determined. Let {gB}B∈Cart denote the collection of maps given by restricting
g to identity components.

We now produce a bijection

AlgGMan⊗(F ((XB)B∈Cart), {AB}B∈Cart)→∏
B∈Cart

AlgGMan⊗B
((XB)B∈Cart, U({AB}B∈Cart)).

Via the universal property for products, a map

h ∈
∏

B∈Cart
AlgGMan⊗B

((XB)B∈Cart, U({AB}B∈Cart))

=
∏

B∈Cart
AlgGMan⊗B

((XB)B∈Cart, (AB)B∈Cart)

is determined by a collection of maps hU : (XB)B∈Cart → AU . Such a collection is
given by hU := πU ◦ (gB)B∈Cart : (XB)B∈Cart → AU . We thus have a map

AlgGMan⊗(F ((XB)B∈Cart), {AB}B∈Cart)→∏
B∈Cart

AlgGMan⊗B
((XB)B∈Cart, U({AB}B∈Cart))

defined via the assignment {gB}B∈Cart 7→ h where h is the map to the product
U({AB}B∈Cart) induced by {hB}B∈Cart. Bijectivity of this map is induced by
commutation with structure maps.

In order to use Kan’s transfer theorem, it is typically of great benefit to be
able to compute colimits objectwise. In our case it is possible as well:

Lemma 4.1.11. Colimits in GMan⊗ can be computed objectwise with respect
to B.

Proof. Let D be a small category and let P : D → GMan⊗ be a D-shaped
diagram in GMan⊗. By the definition of morphisms in GMan⊗, P expands to
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the diagram
... ...

· · · P (d1)V1 P (d2)V1 · · ·

· · · P (d1)V2 P (d2)V2 · · ·

... ....

Taking the colimit of each horizontal row will produce an object of GMan⊗. This
construction extends to morphisms f : {A1

B}B∈Cart → {A2
B}B∈Cart by vertical

post-composition of cocones over {A1
B}B∈Cart with f. We verify the universal

property now. For C an object of GMan⊗ and a cocone

P (di) P (dj)

C,

we have a collection of cocones
P (di)B P (dj)B

CB,


B∈Cart

.

Each one of these individual cocones yields a morphism of GMan⊗B-algebras CB →
colim PB which assembles into a morphism C → colim P as desired. Finally, since
the coherence condition on morphisms from Cart are dependent on individual
categories of algebras, it is satsified for the object colim P.

We now combine Lemma 4.1.10 and Lemma 4.1.11 to obtain:

Proposition 4.1.12. The adjunction F ` U from Lemma 4.1.10 satisfies the
assumptions for Kan’s recognition theorem Hirschhorn [Hir03, Theorem 11.3.2].
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Proof. Let (IB)B∈Cart and (JB)B∈Cart denote the generating cofibrations and gen-
erating trivial cofibrations in the product model structure. Note that FI and FJ
both permit the small object argument as GMan⊗ is locally presentable. By
Lemma 4.1.11, the transfinite compositions of pushouts of maps in FJ are com-
puted objectwise, so that we need only prove that for a fixed B ∈ Cart, transfinite
compositions of maps Qα → Qα+1 obtained from pushouts such as

∐
V ∈Cart

∐
Cart(B,V ) GMan⊗B ◦XV

∐
V ∈Cart

∐
Cart(B,V ) GMan⊗B ◦ YV

Qα Qα+1,

where we have suppressed the subscript on ◦ to make the diagram fit, are mapped
by the forgetful functor to weak equivalences. Indeed, note that the top map in the
above diagram is equivalent to a coproduct of maps of the form GMan⊗B◦GMan⊗V

jα,

where jα ∈ JV , and so the coproduct of the jα is again an acyclic cofibration j.
Thus the bottom map is of the form GMan⊗B ◦ j′, where j′ is an acyclic cofi-
bration, which must be mapped by the forgetful functor to a weak equivalence.
The transfinite compositions of pushouts such as these are also mapped to weak
equivalences follows from Lemma 4.1.11.

Since there was nothing used specifically about GMan⊗, we have the fol-
lowing proposition:

Proposition 4.1.13. The categories AlgGE⊗ and AlgGDisk⊗ admit projective
model structures.

Proof. The proof for each is identical to that of Proposition 4.1.9, swapping out
the appropriate operad for GMan⊗.

Now being that we are interested in factorization algebras, we would like
to equip our categories of algebras with the extension model structure. We do
this in two steps:

• Transfer the extension model structure to AlgGE⊗ from the product
ΠB∈CartAlgGE⊗B .
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• Transfer the extension model structure from AlgGE⊗ to AlgGMan⊗ .

We first transfer from the product:

Proposition 4.1.14. The category AlgGE⊗ admits the transferred
extension model structure.

Proof. We transfer the extension model structure from the category∏
B∈Cart AlgGE⊗B using the Kan recognition theorem on the adjoint pair (F,U)

constructed in Proposition 4.1.9 restricted to single disks. The category AlgGE⊗
equipped with the extension model structure will be denoted by Algext

GE⊗ .

We will need a technical lemma to ease the transfer of the extension struc-
ture:

Lemma 4.1.15. The functor GMan⊗B ◦GDisk⊗V
(−) : AlgGDisk⊗V

→ AlgGDisk⊗B
preserves acyclic cofibrations in the projective model structure.

Proof. First we show that the substitution product preserves acyclic cofibrations
in the projective model structure. Indeed for such an acyclic cofibration j, we
have GDisk⊗B ◦GDisk⊗V

j simplifies to ∐Cart(B,V ) GDisk⊗B ◦ j. Let U = {(Ua, ιa)}
be a Weiss cover of V ∈ GDisk⊗V . We now show that GDisk⊗B ◦ GDisk⊗V sends
morphisms

F(V )← hocolim(
∐
a0

F(Ua0)⇔
∐
a0,a1

F(Ua0Ua1) · · · )

to local weak equivalences in the extension model structure. Note that we can
descend from GDisk⊗ to GE⊗ and consider the above diagram for V an object in
GE⊗V . But since these are the morphisms we localize with respect to to obtain the
extension model structure, they automatically satisfy 1 in Theorem 4.1.4.

We now construct the adjunction along which we will transfer the extension
model structure to AlgGMan⊗ .
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Lemma 4.1.16. The extension and restriction functors

GMan⊗ ◦GE⊗ (−) : AlgGE⊗ � AlgGMan⊗ : ι∗

form an adjunction.

Proof. For each B ∈ Cart, we have an extension/restriction adjunction

GMan⊗B ◦GE⊗B (−) : AlgGE⊗B � AlgGMan⊗B
: ι∗.

For a map of cartesian spaces f : V → B, we have a diagram

AlgGE⊗B AlgGMan⊗B

AlgGE⊗V AlgGMan⊗V

where the vertical arrows are induced by the pullback of operads along f . Since
morphisms in AlgGE⊗ and AlgGMan⊗ are defined objectwise with respect to B ∈
Cart, we can map a morphism of algebras in AlgGE⊗B to the the morphism of
algebras in AlgGMan⊗B

which is already defined for GMan⊗B ◦GE⊗B (−). Composition
is defined similarly. Since the pullback functor of operads is precisely what induces
the structure maps in AlgGMan⊗ , we have that this objectwise adjunction extends
to the adjunction GDisk⊗ ◦GE⊗ (−) ` ι∗, where ι∗ is constructed in the exact same
way, replacing at each level the restriction of algebras for extension. Note that
bijectivity on morphisms is also due to the fact that morphisms are objectwise with
respect to B ∈ Cart and at each of these Cartesian levels we have a pre-defined
adjunction.

We now use Kan’s transfer theorem again on the pair GMan⊗B◦GE⊗B (−) ` ι∗

to transfer the extension model structure to AlgGMan⊗ .

Proposition 4.1.17. The category AlgGMan⊗ admits the transferred extension
model structure along the adjunction in Lemma 4.1.16.
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Proof. Consider the diagram

AlgGE⊗B AlgGMan⊗B

AlgGE⊗V AlgGMan⊗V

where the vertical maps are induced by a smooth map of Cartesian spaces V → B

and the top maps are given by the extension/restriction adjunction. We need to
show the map ι∗ takes relative GMan⊗B◦GE⊗BJ-cell complexes to weak equivalences.
However this follows from identical reasoning as in Proposition 4.1.12. Thus by
Kan’s transfer theorem AlgGMan⊗ admits the transferred extension model struc-
ture, where the adjunction is restriction/extension induced by the inclusion of
operads. The category AlgGMan⊗ equipped with the extension model structure
will be denoted by Algext

GMan⊗ .

Now that we have transferred the extension model structure, we arrive at
the long sought definition:

Definition 4.1.18. Let Algext
GMan⊗ be the category of GMan⊗-algebras equipped

with the transferred extension model structure. A geometric factorization
algebra is a cofibrant object in this transferred model structure.

This is the geometric factorization algebra construction in which objects in
the underlying operad are equipped with their own geometries. This significantly
generalizes the structures one can consider when building factorization algebras.
The only restriction is essentially on what type of geometry can be encoded as an
enriched geometric structure.

4.2 A Quillen Equivalence

We now arrive at the main theorem. In the last section we built up model
structures on our categories of algebras, and we now prove that two are Quillen
equivalent:
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Theorem 4.2.1. There is a Quillen equivalence

GMan⊗ ◦GE⊗ (−) : Algproj
GE⊗ � Algext

GMan⊗ : ι∗.

Proof. We consider Algproj
GE⊗ equipped with the model structure we transferred in

Proposition 4.1.13 and Algext
GMan⊗ equipped with the model structure we trans-

ferred in Proposition 4.1.17. The functors are defined for each B ∈ Cart as the
restriction/extension adjunction ι# = GMan⊗B ◦GE⊗B (−) ` ι∗ as in Lemma 4.1.16.
To obtain the Quillen equivalence, we need to show that the derived unit η map-
ping to a weak equivalence implies that the derived counit ε is also a weak equiv-
alence. First note that weak equivalences in Algext

GMan⊗ are created by restricting
weak equivalences along the derived counit. Additionally on cofibrant objects of
Algproj

GE⊗ , the derived unit is the ordinary unit, so the problem is reduced to con-
sidering the ordinary unit and counit. However this is precisely the content of
Carmona [Car21, Lemma 4.5].

The reason we consider this the main theorem is that we have proven the
functor GMan⊗ ◦GE⊗ (−) is the left adjoint to ι∗ which is the defining quality of
factorization homology. Only now, this has been proven in the smooth geometric
setting. In particular, if we take the left derived functor, we have proven the
following definition yields a correct definition of geometric factorization homology:

Definition 4.2.2. Let G∆ be an enriched geometric structure. The enriched ge-
ometric factorization homology of a smooth manifold with geometry (M, gp)
taking coefficients in some GE⊗-algebra {EB}B∈Cart is computed as the simplicial
presheaf

V 7→
(
GMan⊗ ◦LGE⊗ ({EB}B∈Cart)

)
V

(M, gp),

where V ∈ Cart, M ×V p−→ V is the projection map, GMan⊗ ◦LGE⊗ (−) is the left
derived functor of the Quillen equivalence in Theorem 4.2.1, and gp ∈ G∆(p)0.
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